Year 4 Term 3

This term, Year 4 Religious Educational studies are focussing on Mary Mother of God. The students, in small groups have researched and prepared a presentation detailing how Mary was educated, shared her faith, what she wore, food they ate and investigated her prayer and liturgical life. Students continued developing their public speaking and presentation skills when public speaking in Week 4.

Students have been spending a lot of time Working Scientifically and researching information to help develop logical hypothesis during experimentation. This process of scientific investigation is a segway into exploring different phenomena’s based around ‘Night and Day’. During this learning time students will be applying their scientific knowledge gained through experimentation into designing and making an item that provides to a need or wants in the community. Students have also been expanding on their computer knowledge by participating in coding classes.

History has provided students with time to discuss and consider ramifications for Indigenous Australians during settlement. The students had the privilege to speak with Davis Ella (CSO Aboriginal Education Officer) to help clarify thoughts and ideas based around this topic.

The students have been spending a lot of outdoor time during Mathematics lessons learning in realistic environments about mapping, scale, legends, time and how the position of the sun determines time.

All that and more in only 4 short weeks!!